
Hydrotherm Therapist  Progression Chart

Clinical and Remedial Therapists - Overview
For those who have either gained experience within the spa and beauty profession or those who are already remedial therapists and want to take the next step towards true expertise. 
You may wish to start your own salon  or set up a mobile or home-based business or clinic. It is well known that any successful business has a USP (Unique Selling Point) as its core 
component, closely followed by a business specialism which differentiates it from the competition. Our clinical and remedial courses emphasise training in expertise rather than just 
technique, allowing you to differentiate yourself from your competitors whilst your Hydrotherm system offers  the best massage USP in the business.
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Spa and Beauty Specialists - Overview
Experience shows that the vast majority of our friends and colleagues in the spa and beauty professions prefer to concentrate on the practical skills of delivering superb, relaxing Hydrotherm massage 
treatments. We also know that time is money and that it is critical that the skills learned can be assessed and implemented with speed. Our course for spa and beauty specialists is specifically designed
to be entirely practical, with training and assessment on the same day, so that you will be ready to deliver Hydrotherm treatments the very next working day.
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It all begins here! Hydrotherm Spa Level 1 will change the way that you 
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